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Elizabeth Armstrong, Marketing Manager at MFG 

Solicitors talks about their experience with the 

intranet, HumHub.

The Problem 
“We haven’t had a proper intranet for years, if ever. Most recently 

we had a few static pages, but they were very basic, outdated and 

uninspiring. There were only a couple of links on it, so it ended 

up sitting dormant for years. We wanted a whole new interactive 

system. ”

Elizabeth Armstrong

When Conscious approached us 

about HumHub, it’s open source 

nature appealed to us for budgetary 

reasons as it came without the bells 

& whistles that a lot of intranet 

platforms have. It was the simplicity 

of the system when combined with 

our budget requirements that 

drew us in.

The Solution
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Three words to describe HumHub:

•   Interactive:  It’s allowed our team to share relevant things and interact with each other’s posts.

•   Fun: – Above all it’s social! We get to share the fun side of our team in a safe space.

•   User-Friendly:  the HumHub interface is easy to pick up as it mirrors a lot of social media websites. Our team 
have taken to it very well. Of course, there will always be people who are more nervous about it – but I hope 
they will adapt over time.

To know more about us and why we are your best choice, visit 
our website www.conscious.co.uk. Or to speak to someone about 
what we can do for you, call 0117 325 0200.

                                  We look forward to hearing from you.

“Each team in the company has its own space 

to share relevant things and interact together. 

There are a wide variety of posts shared such 

as events updates, charity fundraising, fun 

posts and news stories. This ensures that 

there’s a good mix between informative and 

fun posts to draw the team together. We have 

five offices across the West Midlands, so our 

HumHub based intranet now allows us to 

interact more easily as a big team. It’s more 

inclusive – we now all feel engaged and part 

of something.”

Using it within the team

HumHub mobile, tablet and desktop


